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having great implications for iran’s national security and the two ... origins of iran's afghan legions
background - in april 2013, officials in afghanistan announced that they would look into reports of afghan
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syria. middle east elections 2009: lebanon, iran, afghanistan ... - middle east elections 2009: lebanon,
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middle east, the stability of iraq, and the ongoing war in iran’s policy towards afghanistan: in the
shadow of the ... - iran’s policy towards afghanistan: in the shadow of the united states shahram
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clearly proved in the open terrorist war between sunni and shia groups in pakistan, afghanistan and iran:
regional perspectives and u.s. policy - the ongoing war in afghanistan—have become increasingly
intertwined, understanding the policies and perspectives of iran’s neighbors could be crucial during the
consideration of options to address overall u.s. policy toward iran. iran's economic conditions: u.s. policy
issues - aspects of iran’s economy as a means of influence, it is important to evaluate iran’s economic
structure, strengths, and vulnerabilities. since 2000, iran has enjoyed broad-based economic growth. iran’s
economy of resistance: i f s - critical threats - iran’s economy of resistance: implications for future
sanctions amir toumaj november 2014 a report by the critical threats project of the american enterprise
institute support rand for more information - viii iran’s influence in afghanistan: implications for the u.s.
drawdown lar initiative, which fosters coordination among iran, pakistan, and afghanistan in counter- ing the
drug trade.
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